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The Obedience Edition
The word obedience congers up images of dogs walking at heal flawlessly in dog
shows, sitting in one spot without moving a muscle and executing turns, trots
and other poses. That’s a small part of obedience, especially for a hunting dog.
The obedience edition is all about teaching you and your dog ways to get along
better at home and in the field. This time of year is very cold and not conducive
to many days afield so the house is turned into an obedience arena. The first
step is to teach the dogs to behave in the house. Simple commands like wait,
come, place, and quiet are good steps. In addition to these commands that teach
good manners, we’ve added some field commands that work in the house too.
In the course of teaching “duck search”, dogs must wait in one spot or “Whoa”
till the send command is given. You can teach your dog to search in the house
with his favorite toys, socks, dog retrieving dummies or frozen birds or wings.
Aside from training your dog to search for a dead bird or duck, it keeps their
brains busy. French brittanies are smart dogs and if you give them an opportunity to be bored, they will make their own fun - more on that later.
After a training session for search or fetch, I like to end with a group heel. I
have four dogs and none of them wants to be left out. So once the heel
command is given, we all take a walk around the house, stop, told to sit and then
are given the down command. Finally, all are given the release command of
“Off” followed with a clap of the hands to signal that the training session is
over. Finally, they are given their reward of a treat, like my company isn’t
enough!
Bored dogs will find their own mischief or fun, depending on your perspective.
We remodeled the kitchen a few years back and in the process I purchased a new
trash can with lid that is only accessed by depressing a pedal at the base. It was
tall and had a lid without easy access by dogs. Well, in their boredom and my
inattention, Belle discovered if she stepped on the pedal the lid opened. The
ever helpful Thorn watched and decided she would apply her
athletic ability and retrieve the contents. For now, I have added duck tape to the
top of the trash can, but if anyone has another solution or suggestion on dog
proof trash cans, I’m listening. Happy training.
Sherry Niesar, Editor
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Ask Butch
Butch,
Our dog rarely, if ever, barks. Lately he has gotten into the habit of when someone comes to our house he
will bark excessively, even if its me coming in the door. We have animals come through our yard regularly
and its just a growl or grunt, but if its a car or person, he barks. I appreciate that he will let me know if
anyone is around our house, but the barking has been an issue at night and during nap time for our
daughter. Any tips on getting him to back down from that barking? Thanks, Jon
Jon...Thanks so much for your question regarding your "Barking Dog". This is strange because of the
rarity that he barks. You never mentioned his age so let's assume he's a young dog coming upon or just
past his first birthday. I can see because of his maturing nature that now he is guardian of his domain. I
agree that some barking is beneficial depending on where you live. I also agree that most of the time it's
annoying. If I've guessed his age it's time to give him direction as to when he should bark. It makes sense
that he doesn't bark outside because it's a big world out there and he's a little unsure of himself where
inside his house he's much more comfortable. One way to correct this is to verbally scold him and then
send him to a crate. He won't like this treatment but he's smart enough to understand. An easier way
would be to purchase a bark collar. When using this device there is no need to teach the command "no
bark" just let the collar do the work. Again, he will know when it's around his neck and when it isn't so
when he needs to bark he will. If I've miss guessed his age please give me another chance as an old dog
going deaf might require another tactic. Thanks again and good luck...Butch

Butch
Put Butch’s many years of experience to work for you. Don’t be shy and if you want your name left off
we can make the questions anonymous. Send you questions to: Butch Nelson, PO Box 858, Denton,
MT 59430 or hyaliteknls@yahoo.com

To his dog, every man is Napoleon;
hence the constant popularity of dogs.
Aldous Huxley
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Thank You by Sherry Niesar
As I looked through the back issues of the 2013 Whoa Post,
it became apparent that the Whoa Post is only possible
because of all the contributions both behind the scenes and
up front. I’d like to thank everyone who makes the Whoa
Post possible. It really does take a village. Our village is
made up of some great friends, writers, photographers, dog
trainers and dog lovers. Thanks to all of you!
A special thanks to Ken Bruwelheide, club president and
fearless leader. Ken directs the club making sure that our
events come off smoothly and does much of the lead
footwork for our trials. Ken provides input on the Whoa
Ken Bruwelheide
Post, keeping us to our mission of providing education to our
readers; he writes articles on his adventures with his dogs and hunting partners and with the help of Janis
shares his adventures through his pictures.
Butch Nelson, author of “Ask Butch” has generously
given his expert and unique advice to anyone who asks
a question. I know the answers are often written at the
end of a long day and the sacrifice is appreciated.
Butch also finds grounds and judges our field trials.
Karen Paugh opens her home and rental unit to a pack
of dirty, loud dog men and women as field trial head
quarters. Instead of asking for compensation Karen
feeds everyone. Karen also has that special emotional
balance so important to keep everyone grounded in a
sometimes emotionally charged setting.

Karen Paugh & Butch Nelson

Peter Wax took over Glen Gunderson’s position as field trial secretary.
Anyone that has ever been trial secretary knows there is a special kind
torture associated with the job. A trial cannot function without this
position and we are indebted to both Glen and Pete. Pete also has a gift
of putting pen to paper which he
entertains and educates us in the
Whoa Post and Glen is never
short of a picture or self-effacing
comment.
Peter Ward always visits the site
of our field trials. Thank you
Peter for making the trip from
your ranch near Wilsaw to Denton with your ever smiling face.
Peter Ward is also the club Vice President.
Pete Wax & Glen Gunderson

Continued on Page 4
Peter Ward
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Thank You - continued from page 3
Fred Overby, club treasurer keeps the books.
That is just a small portion of his contribution.
Without fail, Fred shows up at every trial with a
gang of dogs entered in every event from TAN,
GUN and Open divisions. Thank you for supporting our trials.
Fatmi and Jim Anders have a special gift of
sharing photos, hunting adventures and sumptuous recipes. While Jim and Fatmi did not make
this year’s trial in person their spirit was there.

Fred Overby

I believe Lynda Kieres has attended or at least
one of her dogs has attended every Big Sky
Trial. Her involvement always includes some
deep discussions on breeding and her experience
and expertise is always looked forward to.

Thank you to our
contributing authors:
Fatmi & Jim Anders
Cletus Bianchi
Dave Brehm
Ken Bruwelheide
Bob Clayton
Glen Gunderson
Parker Heinlein
Jackie Hutwagner
Derek Lodemeier
Lorene Maracinek
John Mooney
Butch Nelson
Sherry Niesar
Don Shepard
Peter Wax

Thank you to the following for
the photo contributions:
Jennifer Allain
Jim & Fatmi Anders
Carl & Denise Anderson
Gary Berger
Dave Brehm
Tom Brown
Ken Bruwelheide
Billy Cannon
Bob Clayton
Joe Coble
Mark Dinsmore
Lynn Dee Galey
Glen Gunderson
Sandy Gunn
Angie Hites
Paul James
Ryan Kappes
Lynda Kieres
Mel & Kim Kotur
Todd Leher
Derek Lodemeier
Jim Miller
Fred Overby
Karen Paugh

Fatmi & Jim Anders

Ray Peres
Ed Smith
Ken Teppel
Harold Umber
Bill Wall
Peter Ward
Peter Wax
Pierre Willems

Lynda Kieres
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Tails from the Field:
“ One Last Hunt, Winter
by Ken Bruwelheide

is Coming and Fast”

The upland bird season in Montana ended on December 31. If you want to work dogs
over live birds after that date then a bird hunting preserve needs to be found. We are
fortunate to have an excellent pheasant preserve about 70 miles from our home.
So we decided to make an appointment for January 1, 2014 as a last day to have our EBs get their noses
into birds and especially to give Sally, the new dog, some additional experience. My hunting partner,
Mel Kotur and I took four Hyalite Kennel Epagneul Bretons (EBs) to the field for pheasants. The dogs
were Mel’s Rosey (D’Rosa Belle du Hyalite), my dogs Daisy (Ambra du Hyalite), Cassie (Cassandra du
Hyalite), and the new fur kid Sally (Helena du Hyalite). Sally is 16 months old and joined the family in
October 2013. Oh yes…we also had our wives accompany us for a picnic, photos and companionship.
The setting for the preserve is situated along the Jefferson Rover with The Tobacco Root Mountains
immediately across the river to the east. The preserve is a working farm with CRP, cultivated fields,
pasture and scrub with creeks. The day was sunny and warm at 40 degrees with a light breeze. All in all
a perfect setting!
We had eight ringnecks to work with. The older dogs had the pheasants placed in the CRP cover out of
their sight. Our preserve host placed the birds while Mel and I worked one dog at a time. There were
good coursings and finds in the 18 inch CRP grass. The points were good on a total of five birds with
four taken. These birds will probably be the last ones the dogs will smell for several months.
Then it was Sally’s turn. I had the pheasants individually placed in a launcher out of sight from us in the
CRP grass. Mel and I brought the young dog in from downwind on a check cord. At the first indication of scenting I released the cord. Sally had good points on each of three pheasants with a slight forward lean and a high head. Mel and I came up to the launch side by side. At the signal the bird was
released via remote. Sally held through the flush, excuse me, the launch but not the shot. Each bird
was found quickly. She picked up two and pranced around a bit and then took a couple of steps of a
retrieve. The third bird was still very much alive and Sally
jumped back from the struggling pheasant but then she
got it. What a great experience for this young dog! Mel
and I were pleased at the dog work that day.
Did I mention that our wives were excellent company
and cheerful companions that day? What a happy new
year’s day for all of us.
Since that day the weather has changed dramatically on
the northern tier. It seems that we had picked the perfect
day for the last birds of the season. All the dogs did well
which indicates fun for next time.

Janis Bruwelheide and pack
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Collar Conditioned to Come and Over by Peter Wax
Many folks are happy if the only command their pup
learns is “come”. While some desire greater
dimension in a pup, no one can argue the importance
of the command “come” as a pup that will not come
is a not only an annoyance but a hazard.
Like nearly all commands “come” training starts in
the house at six-weeks of age and continues the entire
dog’s life. The standard time to start e-collar
conditioning is after the first season or when pup is
ready. What the heck is ready? Well it varies based
on the pups emotional temperament, cooperativeness
or lack thereof. I once completely conditioned a little
dame to “come” by the time she was eight months
old. This vixen was overall very cooperative except when it came time to kennel up after the hunt. When
that time came, she would stand on the road challenging me. This behavior not only put her at risk from
oncoming traffic but pissed me off. She got conditioned ready or not.
E- Collar Introduction: Read the instruction manual. After you are familiar with all the settings and the
unit is fully charged put the collar on your palm with the electrodes facing up. Place one finger one each
electrodes and at the lowest setting press the transmitter button. On the lowest setting you will either not
feel it or it will be so slight as to be easily ignored. Now increase the levels one click at a time until it
becomes uncomfortable. Once you reach uncomfortable, stop and look at your dial and you will see that
there are many more levels to go. I recommend doing this so you understand the force being applied to
your best friend with just the press of a button. After you have run the e-collar through the increasing
levels of stimuli sit down on the porch and think about it. Think about it because the e-collar is all about
thinking first, and acting with controlled precision second. It is always better to miss a training opportunity
than to un-train an impulsive one.
Hint: Never operate your e-collar when you are angry,
upset or having a bad day.
Fit the E-Collar: To work, the e-collar needs to fit
correctly. This means the receiver is up tight under pup’s
chin, the indicator light is facing out and the strap is against
the ears. The e-collar needs to be snug so that there is
good contact with pup’s skin and the electrodes and it is
held steady even when pup is moving.
Custom Set the E-Collar to Your Pup: Your goal with
the e-collar is to get a “conditioned response” from
“stimulation”. You get this by “conditioning” at the lowest
setting that your dog feels or exhibits a visual response to
the stimuli (pups custom setting).
Notice the position of the e-collar.

You identify your pup’s custom setting by putting the collar
on pup and stimulating pup at the lowest setting and watch
Continued on Page 7
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Collar Conditioned to Come and Over - Continued from Page 6
for a response. If you do not see a response, move up one setting at a time until you do. The type of response you are looking for is a slight turn of the head as if to hear something faint, a head-shake, ear-flap,
or sitting down and scratching. If pup yelps or runs around like it has been stung by a bee you have too
much juice.
The reason you start at the bottom and move up the scale is that
in order for pup to be conditioned, pup must feel the stimuli but
the stimuli must be low enough not to cause panic or fear.
Begin Conditioning: E-collar conditioning begins with the
collar “off”, the pup physically restricted (a hallway or a long
lead) and no distractions. To use the hallway, start the pup at
one end and you at the other and say “come”. If this does not
work, snap a long lead to pup and say “come” and reel pup in.
No fuss, no treat, no repeat of the initial “come”, and just a simple pat and a good boy or girl. Do this until pup comes perfectly
at six-feet every time.
Hint: Have a partner hold pup steady before the command “come”.
Once perfect, turn on the e-collar to the custom setting and get ready as timing is everything. You will
want to press that stimulating button a millisecond before you say come and hold it down continuously
until pup touches you. Practice it a few times. “Press button” -“Say Come”- “Pup comes or is reeled in” “Pup touches you” – “Release button”.
Hint: You must have pup touch you. The touch is pup physically turning off the stimulation.
Hint: It is better to be a millisecond late on releasing the button than early as early will encourage
pup to stop short.
Repeat this three times a day a dozen times each session for a day maybe two. After two perfect sessions
in a row, back up a few feet. Once you are able to get 25 feet away and pup has been perfect two days in
a row, move to the back yard and repeat at a distance of six-feet again. Repeat this three times a day
whenever possible. If pup is perfect move back a few feet and repeat for at least three sessions before
backing up some more.
Keep increasing the distance until you have either maxed out the backyard or the eight seconds on your
transmitter and if pup is perfect switch from giving the stimulation a hair early to giving it a hair late. This
is a tricky transmission as you are conditioned to press first and ask second so practice it a couple times
first.
If when you switch to stimulating a millisecond after the “come” command, pup speeds up, then you
know pup has figured it out and is trying to beat the buzzer. Reward this by slowly increasing the delay to
eventually none at all unless his response is not immediate. At this point if pup’s response is not quick,
stimulate at one level higher than pups custom setting. Remember it is a command not a request but also
remember that you are a trainer not a dictator.
Once you can call “come” and pup drills it home without stimulation it is time to add distractions. When
adding distractions move back to six-feet and switch the timing back to giving the stimulation a milli Continued on page 8
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Collar Conditioned to Come and Over - Continued From Page 8
second before the command. Add distractions slowly. The
first distraction might be something as simple as the presence
of another person in the yard, than add two folks or maybe
another dog. While eventually you will be able to call pup in
the presence of a big white duck or the neighbors Persian cat,
that type of control takes months or even years.
As you incrementally increase the distraction you might also
have to increase the level of stimulation very slightly. If you
find that you need to rapidly and substantially increase the
stimulation you are probably adding too much distraction too
soon. The trick is not to use the collar forcefully until the
conditioned response is so drilled into pup’s brain that when
you hit the hot button, pup’s unconscious response is to
immediately turn the stimulation off by running towards you
“A Conditioned Response!".

Pup should try to beat the buzzer on the
“come” command.

Once pup has had four to six weeks of “come” conditioning in a controlled environment (house and backyard) and is 100 percent dependable, move to an open field. Ideally the field has no birds and very few
other distractions. Once in the field let pup run unfettered. When pup is interested in something else but
at close enough range that you can apply continuous stimulation until pup touches your hand, give
stimulation, call pup, and continue giving stimulation until pup touches your hand. Always be stationary
when you call pup and always face pup. Eventually standing still and looking at pup will become a comand
to pay attention and if you stand long enough to come in. Do this over and over again until pup gets stuck
to you and will not range out.
Hint: Make a conscious effort to be completely stationary and looking in pup’s direction when you
command “come”.
When you reach the point where pup will not range out from your side anymore, stop calling and stop
conditioning until pup regains the range you desire. Once pup is back out confidently hunting, start come
conditioning again but at a much lower frequency. Once the range has been reestablished and pup is
perfect to your carefully planned calls, start incrementally adding distance and distractions.
Always be prepared to bump the intensity to get a snappy response, and always make sure pup touches your
hand. Nothing worse than a sluggish return or an almost come. You have the ability to demand both so do
it.
Teaching “Quartering” Using the Come Command: Once pup consistently comes in this outdoor
environment call him in using the command “over". When pup turns towards you, swing your arm into the
direction you want pup to quarter, start walking that way yourself and never look directly at pup.
Make the arm swing very exaggerated and hit pup a second early with the buzzer. Also always pick a time
when pup is going left or right not away or towards you. Pup will most likely come all the way in as if called
to come. When pup reaches your side say "over" again and send pup out to your right or left and you
follow in the same general direction. Once pup is at the range you want him to quarter "buzz him lightly
Continued on Page 9
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Collar Conditioned to Come and Over - Continued From Page 9
again" command “over" while giving an exaggerated
arm swing. Remember to turn your whole body with
the arm and to start walking into the direction you want
him to quarter. If pup comes all the way in again do
not make a fuss, just resend pup and repeat.
Within a session or two at the most, pup will get it and
start to loop in the direction of your arm swings and
you walk. At first always buzz, swing your arm, and
start walking but eventually just the
command “over” and an exaggerated arm-swing will be
enough. If you repeat this every time you go for a
walk, within fifteen or twenty sessions the quarters will
be crisp and clean.
Since part of the conditioned response for “over” is
linked to "come" it is very important that you do a few This picture is over 20 years old, but the
“comes” interspersed with the new “over” command. technique for teaching over has not changed.
Hander directs dog with exaggerated arm swing.
At first pup easily confuses these so be kind (but once
the significance of standing still and moving is made)
pup will never confuse them again.
To ensure this connection is made as effortlessly as possible when ever giving the "over” command
make sure you use an very exaggerated arm-swing, face away from pup into the direction you want pup
to go and keep walking, as opposed to when giving the "come" command to always face pup and be stationary. This moving and standing is an important qui. Eventually you can do either, but at first make it
easy for pup to know exactly what you want and your body language is your most powerful tool so use it.
Hint 1: “Over” is commanded while walking and looking in a different direction.
Hint 2: “Come” is commanded while standing perfectly still and facing pup.
Good luck and remember that a well trained dog is pleasure we all deserve at least once in a lifetime.

Join Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Facebook page. If you
have a Facebook page, request to join, its that easy. You can post your pictures, hunting stories or just events that you share with your Epagneul
Breton.
https://www.facebook.com/#!/groups/115972485114132/
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New Pet First Aid App from the Ameircan Red Cross
If you have a smart phone (I don’t) this app might be just what
you want. It downloads on both android and I Phones with
directions for pet first aid and videos for a few procedures you
can do in the field. It’s only 99 cents. Take care of your furry
family member. The American Red Cross Pet First Aid app puts
veterinary advice for everyday emergencies in the palm of your
hand. Get the app and be prepared to act when called upon.
Pet First Aid App Features:
· Convenient toggle between cat and dog content.
· Simple step-by-step instructions guide you through everyday emergencies in the palm of your
hand.
· Prepare and protect your pet’s health with advice on administering medication, time to say
goodbye, behavioral help and how to act in a disaster situation.
· Early warning sign checker for preventive care.
· Programmable veterinary contact number to be available when needed throughout the app.
· Learn first aid steps for over 25 common pet situations through a combination of text, video
and images, in addition to identifying common toxic substances.
· Locate your nearest emergency vet hospital or pet-friendly hotels.
· Respond to pet emergencies with “how to” videos for the common and stressful emergency
situations.
· Customize multiple pet profiles and set veterinary appointments.
· Interactive quizzes allow you to earn badges that you can share with your friends along with a
picture of your pet.
Download the app at: http://www.redcross.org/mobile-apps/pet-first-aid-app
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Picture Gallery

Pictures provided by: Mel & Kim Kotur, Janis Brulewheide, Pete Wax, Bob Clayton

The Picture Gallery is a regular feature in the Whoa Post. If you have a picture you would
like to share, please email it to Sherry at sniesar@msn.com
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A Christmas Breeding by Peter Wax
The radio quietly turns on at 5:00 a.m. on Christmas morning and just as quietly I turn it off before
carefully rising and shuffling out the bedroom door leaving she who protects us sleeping soundly. I dress
and brush my teeth as the coffee brews and the dogs do their morning duty. Dressed, fresh-breathed,
thermos in hand and Thorn on a leash I exit the kitchen door into the winter darkness. It is snowing
lightly and the flagpole lines clank in the wind as I open the door and Thorn jumps up. I turn my face to
the north, letting the snowflakes land on my face as I escape into nothingness for a few moments before
climbing in beside her.
The gold colored van condescendingly referred to as
“mom-van” starts with a squeal that peals insultingly
into the silent night. I sit hunched, sadly nursing a cup
of hot coffee while mom-van transitions from a cold
rattle to a warm purr. Once she’s smooth, I check all
the gauges before putting her in reverse to begin my 10
hour journey to Coon Rapids Iowa.
Coon Rapids Iowa is where a good stud resides.
Anyone that tells you breeding dogs is easy, either has
no experience, does not care what they reproduce or has
enough cash and time that the inconvenience can be
A view from the dash board of the Mom Van on
contracted or at least heavily subsidized.
that very cold morning.

Dogs have only four maybe five good breeding years
and only two seasons each year. And while the seasons wait for no man; leaving 2 kids, a wife, a warm
house and a 7 pound prime rib in the refrigerator on Christmas morning seems a bit extreme. The
weather was supposed to be clear, but as I turn onto the interstate it is snow covered and more is snaking
across. Scrunched over the stirring wheel I growl irreverently before remembering this is Christ’s
birthday and sheepishly ask forgiveness.
Mom-van has the traction of wet soap. The conscious act of slowing down adds frustration to my
already troubled mind. Then the phone rings. It is Momma wondering why I did not wake her. Since the
question needed no answer I just change the subject to the weather.
Within a minute, she who feeds, dress’s and protects us all, has the
weather up on the computer and informs me it is a narrow stretch
of snow that will most likely follow me all the way to Sioux Falls.
Great, and as if everything else was not warning enough the car in
front of me spins and disappears into the black ditch, than like
magic gets spits back out of the darkness to rest on the shoulder of
the road. As I go by I can clearly see the driver gripping the steering
wheel looking straight ahead in an expression more reminiscent of
Epiphany than Advent.
Elegant Thorn Du Coteau

A short time later, as if to add to the oddness of the morning, the
sky clears and I am treated to a spectacular display of northern
lights. The display is short lived as soon it is snowing again.
Continued on Page 13
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A Christmas Breeding - Continued from page 12
And the snow keeps coming, coming and increasing
so that by the time I am passing Brookings South
Dakota I do not pull off the interstate for fear they
will close the gate behind me.
Between Brookings and South Falls it starts melting
and the combination causes a lot of holiday travelers
to meet guardrails, ditches and the median. There are
so many cars, vans and trucks in the ditch and so
many emergency vehicles on the road it is like an action movie but still I push on. By Sioux City the
roads are nearly dry and 3 hours later I end my journey at the AVAD Hunt Club just as Royce Stangl is
pulling out of the garage.

Avad Hunt Club

Royce is the driving force and primary financer of the Midwest Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club. Royce is not
your average guy. He is an engineer, farmer, pilot, breeder of Epagneul Bretons, and sole proprietor of the
AVAD Hunt Club. Owning a hunt club sounds sexy doesn’t it? Well he does not turn a dime on it as he
devotes all his time, finances and energy in making sure there is place for the youth of Iowa to shoot trap,
skeet, five-stand and bunker. A more “Give Back” individual cannot be found, but I can say that about a lot
of dog people.
Royce owns Epic de Plum Creek. Epic is a beautifully marked and powerfully built tri-color Epagneul Breton
male with hips in the plus 90% range and the offspring of Ch. TR. Tattoo Du Bois Courcol. A more go-dog
has never been imported than Tattoo and we have come on Christmas day to introduce Epic to Elegant Thorn
Du Coteau. Thorn is an NAVHDA NA Prize I dog and at two-years of age has already taken a first place in
UKC Open solo and a pass in Open braces. Thorn is the daughter of CHF Zeus’ Ebony Leaps Alot UT Prize
I and a more go-dog has never been breed in the states and in combination these two should make fantastic
Gun Dogs.
Ah, but life is full of disappointments. For over the course of the
rest of Christmas Day and all of the 26th the two do not
consummate a tie. I thought about the local veterinarian, but in my
experience artificial insemination is a waste of time. While I have
never met a veterinarian that does not brag about his or her one
success, I am 0 for 5. In addition to the disappointment of we
could have purchased a fine pup from Europe with the fees.

Epic de Plum Creek

On the evening of the 26th Royce takes me out to eat at his Mom’s
and his Aunt “The Sister” is there. We have a great time. Inch thick
breaded Iowa pork chops, mashed potatoes, green beans in cheese
and noodle salad, but best of all I was the center of attention in a
lively intellectual conversation. Afterward back at the Club I am
treated to some private stock of Templeton Rye and a finer tumbler of America rye has never been poured.
Continued on Page 14
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A Christmas Breeding - Continued from page 13
On the morning of the 27th my optimism wanes even further. I pack mom-van and sweep the floor while
trying to shake off what I know, but do not want to admit. By 10:30 I throw in the towel, leave a note to
my new found friend, load up the pup and head home.
The trip back is uneventful until I stop at Watertown South Dakota to fuel. As I am re-entering the ramp
to the interstate there stands a hitchhiker. The sky is just starting to turn and the evening’s forecast is for
serious winter weather, so I pull in and pick up “Umm-Nick”. Umm-Nick is originally from Colorado
Springs. A couple years ago Umm-Nick finds he is jobless and homeless and decides that there are warmer
places to be both. So he trades everything he has for traveling gear and has been foot loose and fancy free
ever since.
Umm-Nick is heading to Beulah, North Dakota and a job at a hotel. So I swapped him a ride as far as
Mandan for an education on how to survive on the road, an endless supply of stories and the secret mantra
of the homeless; “Oh I’ll be fine….I’ll be fine….I’ll be fine”. We stop in Fargo for a quick meal at
Wendy’s and the sun sets. Back on the road, the food fuels Umm-Nick storytelling and they get better and
better. About half way between Valley City and Jamestown laughing loudly I pass a highway patrolman
who flips on the lights and pulls me over. Not having a good answer to “What’s the hurry” he gives me a
ticket. He is a K-9 unit and we talk dogs while he enters me into the data base.
Back on the road a second time Umm-Nick tells a story about being in the pokey in Colorado for 30 days.
It is a long story that involves 3 hippies on their way to Colorado for pot, a lot of beer, running out of gas
and Umm-Nick not having any identification (He’d been rolled in Oklahoma and they stole his
identification).
He is given a public defender and after thirty days is released because the three hippies are gone, the car is
gone, the details of the case are fuzzy, and not having identification is not a crime even in Colorado.
Without further event we make it to Mandan and I drop Umm-Nick off at the Taj Mahal. Just before
passes through the marble doorways Umm-Nick turns and raises a hand in farewell and I return it. I wait a
while after the door closes before backing out and heading east across the river and home.
It is pitch-dark when I pull up to the house. The Christmas tree is shining through the front window with
a dog on either side barking a welcome. I put mom-van in park, turn the key off and she continues to run
a few seconds indicating it might be time to either service or replace mom-van.
Later that evening sitting in front of the tree with an inch of good scotch, she who protects us all says she’s
sorry about the waste of time, effort and money and wishes she had talked me out of going. “No” I say “it
was worth it as I met some wonderful people”. She
says “but you are so tired and it’s Christmas.” Smiling
in the half light and thinking of Umm-Nick I say quietly: “Oh, I’ll be fine.” She who protects us all shakes
her head as if dealing with a stubborn child and goes
to take care of a dog or a child or dinner or the
washing machine or one of the thousands of things
she does for the us who need protecting.
Mom Van - Looks like a good travel and hunting unit
with extra space and access to all areas. Don’t be
fooled, it has the traction equivalent to driving on wet
soap.
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Recipe: Quail, Grits & Greens by Fatmi & Jim Anders
Quail
2 quail per person pan fried to a golden brown.
Coat quail in seasoned flour (salt, pepper, oregano, thyme and
anything else you like). Fry 3 to 5 minutes a side, then breast
down for three, and finish for a minute or two on their back.
Grits
Follow instructions on package (I prefer yellow grits, more
flavor) re amount for number of servings but instead of water
use chicken broth, then when cooked add 1/4 cup of half and
half for a nice smooth texture.
You can add the grated cheese of your choice to the grits at this point if you like.
Greens
Your choice, spinach, turnip, mustard, beet, etc., sautéed. It's delicious!

Do you have a favorite recipe you would like to share.?
Send it to sniesar@msn.com for publication in a future Whoa Post.

The Whoa Post Topics
We have assembled a calendar of topics for the Whoa Post. This helps the editors plan articles based on
seasonal activities of our members. You may submit an article at any time of the year, but we will print it
based on the calendar of topics below.
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Obedience
Breeding
Field Trialing
Puppy Issue
Field Trial News
Training
Training
Pre Season Conditioning
No Issue
No Issue
Hunting Stories
Hunting Stories
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Advice From Our Members
Keep out of the kitchen! By Janis Bruwelheide
At our house, the command "out of the kitchen" is used a lot! Sally has trouble with this one as you will
see by her tongue.

Obedience and Discipline by Ken Bruwelheide
In regard to discipline ... I feel that it is like raising children - firm, friendly, fair and consistent.
But I am also a person who has raised both children and dogs... dogs will listen and they are cleaner.

Teaching “Place” by Sherry Niesar & Pete Wax
At our house we teach place. Place is
used at dinner time when you don’t want
a dog poking you in the leg or their head
in your lap, begging for treats and scraps.
We start when then are puppies and leash
them to the spot we want them to stay.
In addition to the location, we also put a
rug down so the dog associates the rug
with “Place”, that way you can move the
rug to a new spot and still give the
“Place" command. After a short while,
when you give the command, “Place”, the
dogs will go to their place. It’s also a
handy command when you have guests
over that aren’t as fond of your dogs as
you.
Belle, Foxie and Zeus on “Place”.
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Breeders & Stud Dog List
Breeders
Copper Spur Kennel
Glen Gunderson
320-815-0663
Copperspur@gmail.com.

Hannahatchee Kennel
Jackie Hutwagner
770.883.8360
hutwag@gmail.com

Pataula Power French Brittany'
Fred Overby
406-209-0006 (after 6.pm)
foverby@bellsouth.net

Coteau Kennel
Pete Wax & Sherry Niesar
sniesar@msn.com
701-222-8940
www.coteaukennel.com

Hyalite Kennel
Butch Nelson & Karen Paugh
406-567-4200
hyaliteknls@yahoo.com
www.hyalitekennels.com

Topperlyn Gun Dogs
Lynda Kieres
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com

Stud Dogs
NBOB4 GRCHF2 GRCH Topperlyn Gallant
Bodacious AKC MH "aka Leo"
Hip Rating - OFA Fair
Glen Gunderson
320-815-0663
Copperspur@gmail.com
1. TR Brique de l'Ardour
Hip Rating - A ( France)
2. GUN F'Nat du mas d'Pataula ("Pride")
TAN
Hip Rating- Good - OFA
Fred Overby
406-209-0006 (after business hours, please)
foverby@bellsouth.net

1. NBOB GRCH Beau de l’Hospitalier
Hips – “A” – Belgium
2. TR2 CH TopperLyn D’Artagnan
Hips – OFA “Good”
Live coverage &
artificial insemination on both dogs.
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com
GUN Gallant Thor Sur Le Delavan
Hip Rating - OFA Good
Jack Hugwagner
770-883-8360
hutwag@gmail.com

The Breeders and Stud Dog List is available to all paid members. If you are not a member, complete
the membership form and send it to Fred Overby, Club Treasurer. Only Breeding Kennels/Breeders
who raise UKC registered Epagneul Bretons will be listed in this Whoa Post column. The Whoa Post is
sent directly to over 100 email addresses and posted on line on the club web site and Face Book page.
Provide your information to sniesar@msn.com.
To be listed in this column, pay your membership and provide the following information.

Breeders:

Stud Dog Listing:

Name of Kennel and/or Breeder
Contact Name
Contact Phone
Contact Email
Website

Name of Stud Dog
Hip Rating (OFA or Penn Hip)
Contact Name
Contact Phone
Contact Email
Website
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Up Coming Events
February 15 & 16, 2014, Heart of the Prairie EB Gun Dog Club, Chandlerville, IL
Suszanne LaFary, 309-202-6068, www.illinoisfrenchbrittany.com
March 8 & 9, 2014, Midwest Epagneul Breton Club, Coon Rapids, IA
Royce Stangle, (712) 683-5752 www.avadhuntclub.com
April 26 & 27 2014 Prairie Pointing Dog Club Liberated Field Trial, Bismarck, ND
Pete Wax, sniesar@msn.com 701-527-6913, www.prairiepointingdogclub.com

Back Talk
I just want to take this opportunity to wish you and your family all the best
for the holidays and into 2014. I always look forward to getting the whoa
post and your effort in putting this wonderful magazine each month is very
much appreciated. Tom
Seeing how the local NSTRA (National Shoot to Retrieve Association)
Club shares expenses, judges, etc. started me thinking....a haphazard thing
normally and doubly so on the morning of January 1st. Basically the NSTRA folks have a cooperative of
the clubs (regional) from western MN to eastern MT that shares expenses (insurance, birds and judges).
Within the cooperative there are enough judges and helpers that they can transport birds, plant birds,
and get trial judges at near zero cost (I judge your trial - you judge mine - and there are enough trials I
can still run my dog). Please share you views on this with the club. Thanks. Peter
Back Talk is a venue for our member readers to respond to articles in previous editions and to weigh in
on events and issues important to the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club. Examples may include
Dog Care and Training, Gun Safety, Hunting, Trials, Special Events, and Equipment.
This is your opportunity to voice an opinion or share some advice on a recent topic. So, if your would
like to talk back, submit your thoughts for the new Back Talk editors at sniesar@msn.com.

The Whoa Post Marketplace
The marketplace is available to all members of the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club.
Ads are free. You can buy. Sell or trade outdoor equipment, dogs, cats, or anything else that
may interest the readers. To place an ad, contact Sherry Niesar at sniesar@msn.com
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Dues are due!
Yes, it is that time of the year when it is time to pay club dues. If you enjoy the newsletter and its
contents, participate in various field events or just enjoy your EBs please take time to complete the
Membership Form on the next page and return it to the club treasurer, Fred Overby. Thank you
for your continued support of the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club.
Ken Bruwelheide

Renew Your Membership
Membership to the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club is due at the beginning of each January.
Each of the club’s members are an important component to the club, adding to the newsletter with
articles and photographs and at the clubs annual field trial. If you are not a member, then consider
becoming a member. Aside from becoming a part of a group of talented, friendly and likeminded dog
owners, members:








Receive the Whoa Post
Are eligible to place ads in the Marketplace at no charge
List Breeder and Stud Dog information (newsletter and web site) at no charge
Have access to dog training professionals and mentors
Receive advance notice of special events
Have opportunity to participate in UKC sanctioned field trials
Join a fellowship of like minded individuals

Membership is open to all individuals who have or are interested in an Epagneul Breton. Membership
fee is $20 - individuals or $30 - family per year. Please take a few moments to complete the
Membership Form below and return to Treasurer, Fred Overby.

Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Club Membership Form
Name_______________________________________________ 2nd Family Member ______________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone __________________________________________ Email ___________________________________________

Membership Category” $20 Individual Membership _____ $30 Family Membership _____

Make Check out to: Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Club
Return form & dues to: Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office, 101 E. Main Street, Suite C, Bozeman, MT 59715
Send General Correspondence to: Kenneth Bruwelheide,1406 Robin Lane, Bozeman, MT 59715

